A^ jobs are to be processed sequentially on a single machine. While waiting for processing, jobs deteriorate, causing the random processing requirement of each job to grow at a job-specific rate. Under such conditions, the actual processing times ofthe jobs are no longer exchangeable random variables and the expected makespan is no longer invariant under any scheduling strategy that disallows idleness. In this paper, we analyze the effects of different deterioration schemes and derive optimal scheduling policies that minimize the expected makespan, and, for some models, policies that minimize the variance of the makespan. We also allow for random setup and detaching times. Applications to optimal inventory issuing policies are discussed and extensions are considered. cessing times to grow (at job-specific rates) during their wait. For these types of models, the makespan is no longer invariant and is a function ofthe scheduling policy, as are the actual processing times. We consider the class of nonpreemptive processing strategies and find policies to minimize expected makespans for different deterioration schemes and, in some cases, to minimize the variance ofthe makespan. These models are discussed in greater detail in Browne (1988, Chap. 5) where they were developed to deal with the control of some queueing and communication systems (see also, Browne and Yechiali 1989).
LINEAR DETERIORATION
As stated above, we are interested only in nonpreemp? tive strategies; we also do not allow the processor to 
